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Toward a More Perfect Union: Integrating Quantitative and Qualitative Data
in Writing Fellows Program Assessment

Fall 2010 / Focus

by Christopher Hoyt and Maryann Peterson, Western Carolina University

Independent quantitative evaluation of student essays affirms positive qualitative responses to Writing
Fellow consultations.

Introduction

Writing Fellows administrators should articulate meaningful and measurable goals and move
beyond the limitations of traditional survey-based assessment.

Curriculum-based peer tutoring programs such as Writing Fellows typically have multiple goals, ranging from the
grand purpose of transforming university-wide curricula to making all students feel included in a community of
writers (Haring-Smith 177). Fellows programs are expected to meet the increasing and oftentimes conflicting
demands of various stakeholders, including university administrators, faculty, students, Fellows themselves, and
possibly employers and other members of the wider community (Condon 46-47). For example, students might want
to earn higher grades, instructors might want to require students to write multiple drafts, and administrators might
want to encourage a university-wide writing culture and promote collaborative learning. The interests of
stakeholders vary, of course, so measuring the success of a Writing Fellows program necessarily means assessing
and relating multiple outcomes. However, a review of the literature shows that many Writing Fellows programs rely
exclusively on qualitative tools such as student satisfaction surveys and open-ended questionnaires to supply
evaluative data. (Soven, “Curriculum-Based Peer Tutors and WAC” 220). While such tools provide potentially useful
insight into participant sentiment, they neglect other critical outcomes such as demonstrable improvement in
student writing. Further, faculty, Fellows, students, and program administrators are vulnerable to selective
interpretation of survey results. As with all research in the social sciences, good data regarding the impact of
Writing Fellows must actively eliminate such potential bias. In this time of limited funding and increased pressure to
demonstrate program effectiveness, Writing Fellows administrators should articulate meaningful and measurable
goals and move beyond the limitations of traditional survey-based assessment. This article details one Writing
Fellows program’s attempt to address these assessment concerns by using a quantitative study to complement and
enhance existing qualitative measurements.

Study Overview

Our study took place at Western Carolina University (WCU), a comprehensive regional campus of the University
of North Carolina. During the 2009-2010 academic year, WCU’s Writing Fellows Program applied for and
received funding to establish a pilot study designed to assess quantitatively the impact of Fellows on student
writing. Our study focused on paired philosophy courses that provided a unique opportunity for comparison. During
the fall and spring semesters of the 2009-2010 academic year, the instructor (Hoyt) taught pairs of otherwise
identical courses, only one of which was assigned Fellows. More than 20 students were enrolled in each of the four
sections, providing a sufficient sample to yield meaningful results in a comparative study.

The Fellows, successful upper-class philosophy majors, were instructed specifically to support the goals of
philosophical writing as articulated by the course professor. Following the model established by the respected
programs at Brown University and the University of Wisconsin — Madison, the philosophy Fellows worked closely
with no more than 15 students (so in our case, both were assigned to a single class) providing focused one-on-one
support. Students submitted drafts (rough drafts were accepted, though more polished essays were preferred) to
their assigned Fellow, who read those drafts analytically, making minimal annotations but writing extensive
endnotes. Fellows then met individually with their assigned students to discuss strategies for revision. Students
revised their papers based on this consultation and submitted final drafts to the instructor At the end of the
semester, students completed a traditional qualitative survey, which invited them to express their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the Writing Fellows program (Appendix A).

In addition to gathering data from the end-of-semester surveys, which provide information about students’
perceptions of the program, grant funding allowed us to engage an independent reader to analyze the students’
essays. A Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy with no ties to the Writing Fellows program was hired to review
anonymous copies of essays from both the control group and the group to which Fellows were assigned. With the
students' names and class sections deleted from the essays, the reader could only consider content objectively.



Following a detailed five-point rubric, the reader assigned each essay scores for philosophical focus, philosophical
depth, and mechanics (Appendix B). Thus, each essay received three distinct scores.

Our goal was to find out if the perceived impact of Writing Fellows could be verified. We set out to determine (a) if
there is any significant, objectively verifiable difference between those essays reviewed by Writing Fellows and
those not reviewed; (b) whether those results correspond with the students’ subjective assessment of their
experience with Writing Fellows, as reported in traditional qualitative surveys; and (c) whether those results
correspond with the instructor's assessment of student work, as recorded in grades issued.

Qualitative Findings

Prior to the onset of this study, our program’s assessment approach was primarily qualitative. Students were
invited to complete an end-of-semester survey, using a five-point Likert scale to indicate satisfaction with the
program. While data extrapolated from these surveys have been useful in assessing student perceptions of the
program, the impact of Fellows on student writing quality seems badly suited to assessment by survey.
Nevertheless, such surveys are tempting not only because they are relatively inexpensive and easy to implement,
but also because the data that they do yield is ostensibly encouraging.

Students who worked with Writing Fellows during this study completed exit surveys in which they were asked to
rank their agreement with the following statement: “My Writing Fellow’s feedback helped me write essays with
greater philosophical depth and focus.” Table 1 summarizes the results:

Table 1: Students’ perception that Fellows helped them
improve depth and focus

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Total

7 22 10 0 0 39

Students were also invited to respond to open-ended questions, one of which asked them to identify what aspects
of the Writing Fellows program worked well. While many students reported that the Fellows served as thorough
proofreaders, some students suggested that the Fellows’ input helped them better understand and write about
complex course material:

I liked having a neutral third party with more college writing experience, especially as a freshman.
[My Writing Fellow] helped affirm my ideas and encouraged me to elaborate on them, which has been
a weakness in my past essays.

Having a Writing Fellow who took the same class with the same professor helped guide me to what my
teacher was specifically looking for. I felt like he was able to show me where to go with my draft when
I was unclear.

He was very welcoming and helped me a great deal with understand the class and philosophy.

It was nice getting feedback from a friendly student. Sometimes teachers can’t explain things as well
as students.

Overall, a significant majority (74%) of students who responded to the survey agreed or strongly agreed that the
Fellows’ feedback was useful, and many students offered additional praise in response to the survey’s open-ended
questions. Survey results suggest that students who work with Writing Fellows believe that their essays
demonstrate greater philosophical depth and focus.

A review of the literature suggests that faculty members are similarly convinced that Writing Fellows positively
impact the quality of student work. Soven reports the following remarks by faculty in response to questionnaires
(“Curriculum-Based Peer Tutoring Programs” 66):

Tremendous improvements in final products. (John Bean, Seattle University)

Better writing. It definitely improved their papers. … (Robert Vogel, Education Department, LaSalle
University)

Improved performance of at risk writers. GPAs in these classes [tutorial sections of the freshman
composition course] equal those in regular classes … (Janice Neulieb, Illinois State University)

Are such positive perceptions of the impact of Writing Fellows warranted? Our quantitative data suggest that they
might be.

Quantitative Findings



In total, 44 students who worked with Fellows agreed to contribute sample work to the study, along with 30
students from the control group who worked without Fellows. The median scores (on a scale from 1 to 5) issued by
our independent reader are summarized in Table 2:

Table 2: Independent reader’s assessment of
student work

Depth Focus Mechanics

With Fellows 3.29 3.53 3.89

Without Fellows 3.03 3.23 3.97

Students working with Fellows scored about 6% better in two out of three dimensions evaluated by our reader. Put
otherwise, their median scores improved from average to above average. It is notable that depth and focus were
emphasized in Hoyt’s instructions to the Fellows and students, as well as in his final grading. Since students are
motivated to participate fully in Fellows programs by the prospect of earning higher grades, it is interesting to
compare our reader’s results to the grades Hoyt issued (on a traditional 100 point scale). Hoyt’s median grades are
summarized in Table 3:

Table 3: Instructor's grades issued for student work

Essay Grade Semester Grade

With Fellows 81.76 78.15

Without Fellows 76.57 77.54

The data show that the grades Hoyt issued reflect approximately the same average impact of Writing Fellows on
student work as was detected by our independent reader. The average difference appears to be approximately 5-6
points on a typical 100 point scale, or one-half of a letter grade. Our results support the students’ positive
perceptions of the program and demonstrate that Writing Fellows have the potential to improve both the quality of
student work and grades earned.

Surprisingly, our independent reader detected no improvement in the third dimension, writing mechanics, of those
essays reviewed by Fellows. Most of us would expect that writing mechanics would be the first and most certain
area in which strong writers could help weaker ones. There are two factors that we believe explain this
counterintuitive result. First, we allowed students to bring rough drafts to their Fellows, and most showed up with
essays in rather crude form. Thus, the Fellows really did not have the opportunity to help them with mechanics,
whereas they could — and apparently did — help students think through their ideas more carefully. Second, the
course instructor explicitly emphasized depth and focus over mechanics in his grading scheme, and thus both
students and Fellows likely put less effort into improving writing mechanics than they might have done otherwise.

Conclusion

While our research budget did not allow us to conduct a more complex and sizeable study that would better isolate
the influence of Fellows on student writing, we were able to collect enough meaningful data to achieve our initial
goal: to determine if the perceived impact of Writing Fellows could be quantitatively verified. Given our small
sample size, we must acknowledge the possibility that other factors explain the difference in work quality confirmed
by our independent reader. We also acknowledge that our results might be pertinent only to a very narrow set of
circumstances. For example, Writing Fellows might have a measurable positive impact on philosophical writing,
which has discipline-specific standards unfamiliar to many undergraduates, while they would have a less
discernable impact in courses where writing conventions are more familiar. Nonetheless, we believe that our
quantitative findings lend moderate support to student and faculty perceptions, expressed in qualitative surveys,
that properly trained Writing Fellows can help students produce better essays. Such findings have the potential to
enhance program credibility and satisfy increased performance demands from university administration. By
incorporating both qualitative and quantitative assessment tools, Writing Fellows administrators can offer a more
realistic and persuasive representation of program effectiveness, emphasizing concrete successes. By identifying
the right program goals and the metrics by which to measure our success or failure achieving those goals, we also
put ourselves on the path to meaningful program revision.
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Appendix A: Student Evaluation of WCU Writing Fellows Program

Name:___________________________ (If you are willing to have your answers used in the Writing Fellows
research project, please provide your name above. Before data is entered or evaluated, your name will be replaced
with an anonymous ID.)

My Writing Fellow’s feedback helped me write essays with greater philosophical depth and focus.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral
___ Disagree
___ Strongly disagree

I put an honest effort into my draft and was prepared for my meeting with my Fellow.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral
___ Disagree
___ Strongly disagree

As a result of this experience, I am more likely to make voluntary use of the Writing Center services.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral
___ Disagree
___ Strongly disagree

What specific aspects of the Writing Fellows program worked well?

What specific aspects of the Writing Fellows program could be improved?

Is there anything else you would like to share about your Writing Fellows experience?
Appendix B: Assessment Rubric for the WCU Writing Fellows Study
Directions
Please rank each essay numerically from 5 (best) to 1 (worst) in the three areas identified below, according to the
standards provided.

1. Philosophical Focus
(5) The essay the essay focuses effectively and insightfully on a philosophical problem and demonstrates clear logic
and structure.
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(4) The essay focuses on a philosophical problem; the structure and logic are mostly consistent.
(3) The essay focuses shallowly or ineffectively on a philosophical problem; logic and structure are lacking.
(2) The essay lacks focus and displays little attention to logic and structure.
(1) The essay is displays no meaningful focus, logic, or structure.

2. Philosophical Depth
(5) The essay displays active engagement with philosophical ideas via imaginative examples, original arguments,
personal experience, and other supporting evidence.
(4) The essay displays clear and substantial comprehension of philosophical ideas, employing some examples,
original argument, personal experience, or other supporting evidence.
(3) The essay displays a basic comprehension of philosophical ideas but would benefit from examples, an original
argument, personal experience, or other supporting evidence.
(2) The essay displays a confused or extremely simplistic understanding of philosophical ideas and lacks examples,
argument, or other supporting evidence.
(1) The essay displays no meaningful effort to engage philosophical ideas.

3. Mechanics
(5) The essay is grammatically sound, containing few errors in spelling, syntax, diction, and punctuation.
(4) The essay is sound but presents some sentence-level errors.
(3) The essay contains several sentence-level errors, which occasionally detract from meaning.
(2) The essay contains frequent and distracting sentence-level errors, which detract from meaning.
(1) The essay contains sentence-level errors so severe that meaning is obscure.

Comment
If the grading rubric seems to miss or misrepresent the quality of a particular essay, please provide a textual
comment explaining why.
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